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Introduction
The SOS project : a practical approach to manage 
the security on a tamper resistant device.
Focus on these four properties :
• Security
– Protect your assets
• Availability




– The system can be easily adapted against new threats
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Context
Needs
• High level of security
• Real time performance
• Reliability
Principle
• Based upon the scrambling of an audio/video flow which can be descrambled 
with a key if and only if the correct right is owned by the smartcard.
• 3 class of commands are used by the system :
• Subscription writing (Keys, Rights) Very sensitive
• Descrambling (control word) Sensitive
• Subscriber operations (parental control) Not very sensitive
Target
Conditionnel access for paytv.
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III. Proposed architecture & prototyping
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“Naive approach” : Hardcoded “attack/error” border
“Raw”
border
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Response which depends on the distance from the borders
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Choice : Definition of borders with  fuzzy logic
Discretization
++++ : “positively” very significant
Rule evaluation
+++ : “positively” significant
++ : “positively” low significant
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Method to approximate “ideal” border 2/3
Example of rule evaluation : 
Attackk = { ( ( CPTi +++ ) + ( CPTj ++ ) ) / 5  } > 0.4 
Rule input max 
value = 3
“Probability”
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Redundancy Scrambling Reset Kill
No
*2
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Architecture
Fault attacks → Dedicated hardware = Audit System








































Conditional access Ad-hoc OS 
Redundancy, scrambling, etc…
TL JavaCard 2.2
Mips – R3000 
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Testing SOS 
The Strategy of Security must be tested. Hardware 
simulation failure is used for a realistic approach.
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Conclusion on SOS/SOS
• New approach to deduct attacks from errors counters.
• New approach to react against these attacks
• Dynamic counter measures : the behavior of the device evolve.  
 to use long scripts is more difficult
• The counter measures are dissociated from the errors/attacks  
detected.
 the attacker gains less information
